Diversity and inclusion is absolutely necessary to effectively compete in a globalized world. The 2020 AIChE® Annual Meeting will feature programming in the area of diversity and inclusion in both academia and industry to help reach diversity goals throughout chemical engineering. Submit your research on this important topic today.

**FEATURED PROGRAMMING ON DIVERSITY & INCLUSION**

**DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION POSTER SESSION**
Tuesday, November 17 | 3:30 PM - 5:00 PM

The purpose of this poster session is to reach out to all types of diversity and inclusion research going on to share “best practices”.

**Don’t Miss Programming from these Key Areas:**
- 22 of AIChE’s technical divisions and forums
- 12 Topical Conferences, including The Evolving Role of Gender Dynamics and Engineering for Inclusion
- Programming by key AIChE committees such as:
  - Disabilities OutReach & Inclusion Community (DORIC)
  - LGBTQ+ & Allies Community
  - Minority Affairs Committee (MAC)
  - Women in Chemical Engineering Committee (WIC)

**MEET THE LEADERS: ENGINEERING FOR INCLUSION**
Tuesday, November 17 | 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM

This plenary session will focus on ongoing success stories in diversity and inclusion and feature a moderated panel of executives from industry and senior academic administrators.

**Featured Panelist:**
Gary May, Chancellor
*University of California, Davis*

**Featured Panelist:**
Lori Ryerkerk, CEO
*Celanese*

**Moderator:**
Christine S. Grant,
Associate Dean of Faculty Advancement and Professor of Chemical Engineering,*North Carolina State University*

Learn more at aiche.org/annual